Two tutorials are presented introducing the basic syntax and semantics of Awk and Perl. The languages are taught by example, and the same example EDA applications are developed in both languages so that a comparison of the two languages is facilitated. The examples include file modification, data extraction, EDA tool connection, and system administration.
Introduction
This tutorial will teach Awk in section 2, concentrating on the GNU implementation, Gawk, and Perl, version 4, in section 3. Language constructs are taught in terms of examples which perform EDA tasks. The assumption is that the target audience is made-up of Design Automation Engineers who have some familiarly with Unix and the C language. Common uses of these languages to tie EDA tools together, such as altering a file output from one EDA tool so that another EDA tool can input it are shown. The examples focus on cases where programs in these languages can be significantly shorter than programs written in traditional languages such as C.
Awk
With Awk you can manipulate records of data/input to: With $RS$ and $FS$ set to the default values, the above file has two records. The first (second) record consists of four (three) fields. However, if $RS$ and $FS$ is set to '-' and '.', respectively, the above file has three records. The first record has only one field ('This is just'), the second record has two fields ('a test' and 'Wish you'), while the third record has one field ('were here.'). Perl Features for EDA Most programs can be done in 1 or 2 pages, so programs can be written rapidly and if a program must be modified later, the program can be relearned quickly. Programs can be created very rapidly once Perl shorthand is understood. Both contents of files and the file system are easily manipulated Perl History A gift to the world created and maintained by Larry Wall Personal Aside -I estimate that I am 30% more productive because of Perl. Before Perl, I had a group of subroutines, in Pascal and then in C that aided parsing and for symbol table support. These are no longer needed because of all the built in subroutines and variables in Perl Important Special variables, arrays, and filehandles. A filehandle can be a file, device, pipe, or socket. 
